#Retrospective #Workshop #Exercise
#AgileValues #Agile #Scrum

Exercise:
Agile Values
 Review the principles of agile and lean
 Discuss and debate:
 Are the principles important?
 Do I believe them to be true?
 How “good” are we today?
 Gather input for future retrospectives
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About the Exercise
The purpose for this exercise is to:
 Review and increase knowledge and awareness of the
principles and values of agile and lean software
development
 Reveal through discussions if the group believes that the
principles are important to exercise in order to
successfully build and deliver great software products
 Grade how well the project or team are following the
agile and lean principles today
 Reveal areas for improvement and provide input for
future retrospectives

About the exercise “Agile Values”:
The exercise “Agile Values” has been developed and created by me, Jimmy Janlén.
Please feel free to use it and spread it to friends and colleagues if you find it valuable. If you do,
please make sure to keep this PDF presentation intact.
You can find it for download at http://jimmyjanlen.wordpress.com/verktyg-och-mallar/agile-values
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Running the exercise
Preparations:
Divide the participants into groups of 2-3 people. For every group hand out two deck of cards
(slide 5 & 6) and one copy of the two question slides (slide 7 & 8).

Part 1: Review the principles of agile and lean
Review and revisit the agile manifesto, the agile principles and the principles of lean software
development. Hand out the cards (two decks for every group) and review them together.
Answer any questions about the principles and values stated on the cards. Avoid discussions
for now. The discussions comes in part 2 and 3 of the exercise.

The exercise should
be time boxed to 2
hours (or less).
Part 1: 30-60 min
Part 2: 20-30 min
Part 3: 10-20 min
Wrapping-Up: 10 min

Part 2: Discuss the importance of the principles
Hand out a copy of slide 8 to each group. For every card have the group answer the question
“Do you agree that that value is important for a successfully building software and creating a
great product?” The groups places each card on the square matching their opinion. (Don’t
reveal the question in part 3 just yet.)
Before continuing to part 3 gather the results from everyone and visualize the data on a
whiteboard (se example on slide 4).

Part 3: Grade how we are doing today
Hand out a copy of slide 9 to each group. For every card have the group answer the question
“How good are you of valuing, exercising and executing the value today?” The groups places
each card on the square matching their opinion.
Gather the results at the end of the session and visualize the data on the whiteboard (see
example on slide 4).

Rerun the exercise
If the exercise is run in a
team or project that spans
over a long period of
time, the exercise could
be rerun after 6 months
or one year.
Comparing the results can
give valuable insights into
how the opinions and
culture change over time.

Wrapping-Up:
Discuss the final outcome. Identify the values that are regarded as important but where effort
is needed. Document insights and topic-suggestions for future retrospectives.
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Agile Iterative Planning

We are good

Could improve

Effort needed!

Strongly Agrees

Agrees

Disagree

Strong Disagree

Summary visualization (example)

Each bar represents
a team vote

Continuous Improvement
Cross-Functional, Self-Organizing, Empowered Team
Create and act upon knowledge
Respect, Trust, Communication
Working, Valuable Software
Obvious focus area for
future retrospectives!
Team agrees that the
principle is important
and that effort is
needed to improve the
execution of it.
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Short Feedback Cycles
Focus, Simplicity

The “Not relevant, Not
applicable” and “Don’t
know, No opinion”
cards aren’t shown in
this example.

Technical Excellence
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Print this slide. 2 copies to every group.
Cut out the cards.

Agile Iterative Planning
Agile Manifesto: Value responding to change following a plan
Agile Principle: Welcome changing requirements, even late in
development. Agile processes harness change for the
customer's competitive advantage

Continuous Improvement
Agile Manifesto: At regular intervals, the team reflects on
how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts
its behavior accordingly
Lean Principle: Optimize the Whole
Lean Thinking: Kaizen

Cross-Functional, Self-Organizing,
Empowered Team

Create and act upon knowledge

Agile Principle: The best architectures, requirements,
and designs emerge from self–organizing teams

Lean: Go See
Lean Principle: Create Knowledge, Share Knowledge

Agile Principle: Business analysts, managers, developers and
testers must work together daily throughout the project

Agile Principle: Provide all stakeholders maximum
(and continuous) visibility into project progress.

Respect, Trust, Communication
Agile Manifesto: Value individuals and interactions
over process and tools
Agile Principle: Build projects around motivated individuals.
Give the team the environment and support they
need, and trust them to get the job done
Agile Principle: The sponsors, developers, and users
should be able to maintain a constant
[i.e. predictable] pace indefinitely
Lean Value: Respect People
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Lean Principle: Defer Commitment

Working, Valuable Software
Agile Manifesto: Value working software
over comprehensive documentation
Agile Principle: Our highest priority is to satisfy
the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software
Agile Principle: Deliver working software frequently.
Working software is the primary measure of progress

Print this slide. Cut out the cards.
2 copies to every group.

Focus, Simplicity
Short Feedback Cycles
Agile Principle: Deliver working software frequently, from a
couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference
to the shorter timescale
Lean Principle: Deliver Fast

Technical Excellence
Lean Principle: Build Quality In
Agile Principle: Continuous attention to technical
excellence and good design enhances agility
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Agile Principle: The most efficient and effective method of
conveying information to and within a development
team is face-to-face conversation
Agile Principle: Simplicity - the art of maximizing
the amount of work not done - is essential
Lean Principle: Eliminate Waste (Partially Done Work, Extra
Features, Relearning, Handoffs, Task Switching, Delays)
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(

Not relevant,
Not applicable

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

“Do you agree that that value is
important for a successfully building
software and creating a great product?”

)
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Don’t know
No opinion

(or no extra effort needed)

We are good

Could improve

(big room for improvements)

Effort needed!

“How good are you of valuing, exercising and
executing the value today?”

Comments and Feedback
About the grouping
The grouping of the principles and values into 9 category cards isn’t perfect. You might even
argue that some principles on one card are totally unrelated. But in order to save time I
grouped them into these nine categories. If you want to you can of course create your own
cards.
Time box!
Be very clear about the time boxes. It is very easy to get caught in deep and vivid discussion
about the different values in part 2 and 3 of the exercise. This is of course very valuable, but
if you want to finish help the groups keep track on the clock. However, if you do have the
time to prolong the exercise in case of vivid discussion, do it! Allowing the groups to reaching
consensus about the principles are incredible valuable for the teams ability to become a
great team in the long run.
When not running it in a team/project
If the exercise is run in a course or with a group coming from different projects or companies
you might need to alter the third part into an exercise for the individual. However, you can
still summarize the results together in order to share and learn from each other.

?
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Comments and feedback?
If you have any thoughts, comments or feedback regarding this exercise – don’t hesitate to
contact me. Also, please share your experience of this exercise on my blog:
http://jimmyjanlen.wordpress.com/verktyg-och-mallar/agile-values
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Me @ Online
Blogg: Den Scrummande Konsulten
http://jimmyjanlen.wordpress.com
Twitter: JimmyJanlen
http://twitter.com/#!/jimmyjanlen

LinkedIn: JimmyJanlen
http://se.linkedin.com/in/jimmyjanlen

Email:
jimmy.janlen@gmail.com

YouTube: JimmyJanlen
http://www.youtube.com/user/JimmyJanlen
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